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Troubleshooting Guide

Programming the Master Remote 
for use with the Dimmer Controller

Bromic Master Remote

• US - BH3130012-2

• AU - 2620277-2

• EU - BH3130021-2

Bromic Dimmer Controller

• US - BH3130011-2

• AU - 2620276-1

• EU - BH3130020-1

The Master Remote features 6 zones as indicated by the red led lights at the top of the remote.  Each zone 
can be programmed to control a single dimmer or multiple dimmers.

You will need physical access to the dimmers and should remove the covers prior to beginning the pro-
gramming of the master remote.  You will not need the individual remotes for this process.  They can be 
stored to be used as back up.  We recommend labeling the dimmers and matching remotes for future 
refence.
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2. Identify the red programming button as shown circled in the photo below.

3. You can now add additional dimmers to the selected zone to create a group of dimmers 
or change the zone for individual dimmer control.

Press and hold the programming button and you will hear a continuous beep.

Press the top bar (100% Power) on the master remote and the beep will change to intermittent.  Release both 
buttons and you are done.

The programming has been completed for this dimmer.

Repeat steps from step 2 for each dimmer.

We recommend labeling the dimmers with the zone number for future reference.

Below are the basic steps for programming a Master Remote for use 
with a Dimmer Controller.

1. Select a zone on the 42-channel remote: 
Zone 1-6

Press the left or right button under the red led lights to select the desired zone.  The buttons will move the 
selection left or right.  

Once selected the LED will go out but the zone will be remembered during the programming process.

If this does not resolve the issue, you will need to schedule a troubleshooting call with Bromic Tech Support. 

When contacting our Tech Team we request you submit model numbers of the heaters and controls, photos of the 
installed products and installation wiring along with proof of purchase to validate any warranty.

Please remember to request service calls 48 hours in advance to ensure availability.
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